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The Christian tradition offers a compelling vision of what it is for human life to be
lived well. This collection articulates various aspects of that vision in ways that will
deepen understanding of virtue formation. The contributors demonstrate that moral
philosophy not only illuminates, but can also inspire the formation of virtue.
We all have "messes" in our lives. Some are big ones, and some are small ones. Some
we make with our choices, some are made for us by others or by sickness. This book is
the result of the "mess" I created with my sin. I found my life turned upside down. I
was locked up in prison without my freedom, I disgraced my family, I drove my friends
away, and I had lost my job. I hit bottom, and I finally realized that I needed a savior. I
cried out to God to take back control over my life. Once I did that, I needed a place to
start, and God lead me straight to His word. The devotions you will find on the pages
of this book are the very words God gave me, as He gave them to me. They are His
messages of hope and salvation to a hurting child that He loves. He carried me
through that season of my life. No matter what it is you are going through in your life,
as you read the pages of this book, you will feel the overwhelming love and care Jesus
has for you. Day after day, the words He shares with you will heal you and clean up
those messes you made by doing it without Him. God will get so much glory as we
walk together watching Him turn your messes into His messages. He did it for me, I
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Know He will do it for you too.
Often called "minor prophets," these first great classical prophets spoke to issues that
dominated their times--love, redemption, fidelity, renewal, authority, justice,
righteousness, and inclusivity--and that continue to have great relevance today. Books
in the Westminster Bible Companion series assist laity in their study of the Bible as a
guide to Christian faith and practice. Each volume explains the biblical book in its
original historical context and explores its significance for faithful living today. These
books are ideal for individual study and for Bible study classes and groups.
Christian Philosophy in Aid of Becoming Good
Reason and Revelation in the Work of Leo Strauss
Hosea, Joel, and Amos
Tackling Trauma
Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg
Devotions that Carried Me Through
The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large, easy-to-read 11.25-point
type in a convenient, easy-to-carry personal trim size that is perfect for devotional reading,
personal study, or to carry and use at church. Features include: Smyth-sewn binding,
presentation page, two-column text, end-of-paragraph cross-references, topical subheadings,
Words of Christ in red, 11.25-point type, Concordance, and full-color maps. The CSB Large
Print Personal Size Reference Bible features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the
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Christian Standard Bible (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original
meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's lifetransforming message and to share it with others.
"A collection of previously unpublished pieces by 32 of today's most prominent writers shares
their thoughts about biblical passages they find personally meaningful, in a volume that includes
contributions by such figures as Edwidge Danticat, Tobias Wolff and Ian Frazier,"--NoveList.
The profound and revered religious and spiritual pathways of Judaism, Buddhism, Tantra, and
Vedanta all grace the pages of this issue of Nectar of Nondual Truth with their simultaneously
sententious yet congenial teachings, revealing anew and for our highest benefit the timehonored principle of Universalism. As my own guru has stated via powerful discourse, also
contained within these pages: “The harmony of religions cannot be preached by any teacher
who is exclusive, who is dualistic in frame of mind and in philosophy of life.” Therefore, with the
advent of Advaita Vedanta in the West, mainly due to the work and presence of beings like
Swami Vivekananda, it is time for the message of Universalism to be proposed, accepted,
practiced, and realized on a wider scale so that true Peace will descend and enter the hearts
and minds of living beings. Solace and Samadhi will be the welcome outcomes. Nectar of
Nondual Truth leans decidedly towards a religious pluralism free of both the hypocritical sense
of superiority and the problem of a complacent religious discernment. That is, equality based
upon nonduality, combined with a tenacious scrutiny and inspection of all wisdom teachings,
will ensure the vision and purity of the allimportant spiritual realm. Thus, the peoples of the
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world will forthwith be able to steer clear of the mistakes of the past springing from a lack of,
distortion of, or misunderstanding of essential and eternal spiritual principles.
Jerusalem and Athens
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Burgundy LeatherTouch, Indexed
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Teal LeatherTouch
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Black Genuine Leather
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Brown LeatherTouch
Here is a new appreciation of the Old Testament, by outstanding Biblical scholars, for
those who want to be informed about the most recent and creative thinking on the crucial
problems and debates in Biblical study. As the distinguished European and American
contributors explore the central current issues of Old Testament scholarship, they uncover
a timeless message in Israel's prophetic voice and interpret its meaning for our times.
Trauma is a universal phenomenon that can be caused by international catastrophes or
individual, personal tragedy. Trauma is also a severely neglected topic in Christian
literature, and while it can challenge someone’s faith in Christ, God and the ministry of
his Word is central to dealing with the emotional and psychological impact of trauma. By
his Spirit, through his Word, and through his church, God is available to minister to
people suffering from trauma and bring transformation to their lives. In this book, a team
of experienced and informed Christian professionals from around the world promote a
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deep biblical response to trauma through clinical and theological wisdom and their firsthand experience of witnessing and experiencing trauma. The contributions provide
practical responses to people’s trauma, rather than mere descriptions of the problems,
making it an ideal resource for pastors, counsellors, humanitarian workers and students.
The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Classic Edition features a traditional
and elegant design with large, easy-to-read 11.25-point type in a convenient trim size that
is perfect for devotional reading, personal study, or use at church. Features include:
Classic cover design, smyth-sewn binding, presentation page, two-column text, end-ofparagraph cross-references, topical subheadings, Words of Christ in red, 11.25-point type,
topical concordance, "Where to Turn" section, and full-color maps. The CSB Large Print
Personal Size Reference Bible, Classic Edition features the highly readable, highly reliable
text of the Christian Standard Bible (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the
Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with
Scripture's life-transforming message and to share it with others.
The Enduring Classics of Billy Graham
A Collection of Bible Verses for Those Who Are Hungry
Harmony of Religions
Nectar #21
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Brown LeatherTouch, Indexed
Take No Thought
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Dr. Morse comments on the so-called psalms of lamentation or
sad psalms as resources for the difficult days in our life
journeys. While often dark and angry and dealing with themes
of suffering, sorrow, sin, repentance, and anguish, the sad
psalms can be intensely personal and rewarding in dealing
with life's stresses and sorrows.
Why do we do religion? Religion appears in human life
because every human being, even if not fully aware of it,
lives in a land of mystery with rushing rivers of freedom,
imposing mountains of care, and wild seas of tranquility.
This land of mystery penetrates the land of ordinary living
at every point. Awe is our experience of this ever-present
Eternity. This book is about how the Awe that is happening
in our everyday lives is key to understanding both the
renewal of Christianity and the need for non-bigoted
dialogue among all religions on Earth.
The posthumous publication of Emmanuel Levinas’s wartime
diaries, postwar lectures, and drafts for two novels afford
new approaches to understanding the relationship between
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literature, philosophy, and religion. This volume gathers an
international list of experts to examine new questions
raised by Levinas’s deep and creative experiment in thinking
at the intersection of literature, philosophy, and religion.
Chapters address the role and significance of poetry,
narrative, and metaphor in accessing the ethical sense of
ordinary life; Levinas's critical engagement with authors
such as Leon Bloy, Paul Celan, Vassily Grossman, Marcel
Proust, and Maurice Blanchot; analyses of Levinas’s draft
novels Eros ou Triple opulence and La Dame de chez Wepler;
and the application of Levinas's thought in reading
contemporary authors such as Ian McEwen and Cormac McCarthy.
Contributors include Danielle Cohen-Levinas, Kevin Hart,
Eric Hoppenot, Vivian Liska, Jean-Luc Nancy and FrançoisDavid Sebbah, among others.
Faith and History
Global, Biblical, and Pastoral Perspectives
Soul Feast
From My Mess to His Message
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Psalms for Troubled Times
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Saddle Brown
LeatherTouch, Indexed
In this final volume of his series on preaching Christ from the Old
Testament, Sidney Greidanus offers expert guidance for busy pastors
on preaching Christ from Psalms. Beginning with a general
introduction on how pastors can interpret and preach from the
biblical psalms and why they should Greidanus proceeds by discussing
twenty-two psalms in the Revised Common Lectionary, Year A, supplying
the building blocks necessary to preach from Psalms at Christmas,
Easter, Pentecost, and other major days and seasons of the church
year. In addition to laying out basic homiletical-theological
approaches suitable for each selected psalm, these chapters also
provide verse-by-verse exposition, bridges to Christ in the New
Testament, and ideas for placing the psalmist's words into
contemporary context. - back of book.
The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large,
easy-to-read 11.25-point type in a convenient personal trim size that
is perfect for devotional reading, personal study, or use at church.
The large print type also makes this Bible an ideal choice for
ministry and preaching. Features include: Smyth-sewn binding,
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presentation page, two-column text, end-of-paragraph crossreferences, topical subheadings, words of Christ in red, 11.25-point
type, concordance, and full-color maps. The CSB Large Print Personal
Size Reference Bible features the highly readable, highly reliable
text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays as literal
as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing
clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's lifetransforming message and to share it with others.
Now available in enlarged print, Soul Feast has equipped and inspired
tens of thousands of readers to lead a spiritual life. Marjorie
Thompson offers a framework for understanding the spiritual
disciplines and provides instruction for developing and nurturing
those practices. Many new additions, including a new chapter on
keeping the sabbath, make this newly revised edition of Soul Feast a
must-have for individual reflection and group study. (Publisher)
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Black LeatherTouch,
Indexed
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Burgundy LeatherTouch,
Classic Edition
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Purple LeatherTouch
Memoirs of Gay Youth
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Black/Brown
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Essays in Honor of Paul W. Meyer
Was God being ironic in commanding Eve not to eat fruit from the tree of wisdom?
Carolyn J. Sharp suggests that many stories in the Hebrew Scriptures may be ironically
intended. Deftly interweaving literary theory and exegesis, Sharp illumines the power of
the unspoken in a wide variety of texts from the Pentateuch, the Prophets, and the
Writings. She argues that reading with irony in mind creates a charged and open
rhetorical space in the texts that allows character, narration, and authorial voice to
develop in unexpected ways. Main themes explored here include the ironizing of foreign
rulers, the prostitute as icon of the ironic gaze, indeterminacy and dramatic irony in
prophetic performance, and irony in ancient Israel's wisdom traditions. Sharp devotes
special attention to how irony destabilizes dominant ways in which the Bible is read
today, especially when it touches on questions of conflict, gender, and the Other.
Do you worry about things you cannot change? Worry is a self-created giant that has
crippling side effects. It can lead to depression, mental and physical illness, and loss of
family and friends. It affects everyone, regardless of race, creed, or nationality. But you
can stop the cycle of worry now with Take No Thought. Dr. Preston R. Winfrey
challenges you to change the way you think about life by entrusting all of your worries
and fears to God. In so doing, you can be lifted from the dungeons of fear, depression,
and despair. Dr. Winfrey reveals how Satan often descends upon us, putting worry into
our hearts. In response, we must use the power of the Holy Spirit to turn to God in
prayer during moments of worry. Using Scripture, Dr. Winfrey offers practical
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suggestions to reduce and eliminate debilitating worry and anxiety. These include
immersing yourself in the Bible, learning to be content with what you have, growing in
your faith, and even getting a good night’s sleep. Living life more abundantly can help
you to regain stability when it comes to needless worry. Learn to put your trust in
God’s direction for your life and banish the cycle of worry. Let Take No Thought show
you how.
While the Bible has been documented to be the most-published and most-sold book
ever, how many people actually take the time to open, read, and study this precious
gift? If we truly believe this Book is from God Himself and contains the Way of
salvation, shouldn't we cherish It as the most valuable treasure we could possibly
possess? With the help of the Holy Spirit, shouldn't our lives reflect the passion of
these priceless Words? My granddaughter likes to wear a necklace to church, so I gave
her a necklace of pearls that my wonderful son-in-law had given me upon returning from
the Philippines on business. I explained to her that one day this necklace of pearls
would belong to her, making them very special because they came from her Daddy. This
book contains a few of the verses I love to ponder, share, and cherish. They are Pearls
that my Heavenly Father gave to me, to you, and to the entire world as a message of His
love and forgiveness. I want to share several of these priceless Pearls and share what
each means in my life hoping to encourage you to develop your own string of Pearls.
May a true passion inspire each of us not only to collect these Pearls but also to share
them with the people in our lives who are in need of help and healing. By the power of
the Holy Spirit, may our string of Pearls grow into a necklace of Pearls that will sustain
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our faith now and throughout eternity. By the grace of God, may we pass on this
priceless necklace of Pearls to future generations that they may hold God's love letters,
the Bible, close to their heart resting secure in His promises now and throughout
eternity.
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Saddle Brown LeatherTouch
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Teal LeatherTouch, Indexed
A String of Pearls
New Directions
Irony and Meaning in the Hebrew Bible
The Good Book

In this first volume of The Billy Graham Signature Series, three of the
evangelist's most authoritative classics are bound together in a stunning
hardcover edition available at an affordable price. Dr. Graham's reputation as the
world's leading teacher of biblical truths makes this collection a great idea for
someone searching for answers to some of life's most troubling questions. No
one communicates with the wisdom and simplicity of Dr. Graham, as evidenced
by this powerful collection of inspirational writings. This first volume includes
these best-selling titles: The Secret of Happiness teaches that happiness is a byproduct, a bonus that comes when we seek what is really important. Death and
the Life After, a classic that liberates readers from fear and denial on the topic of
death and helps them find peace, assurance, and ultimately triumph . In Hope for
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the Troubled Heart Dr. Graham teaches about God's unfailing love as the key to
hope in the midst of difficult circumstances.
The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large, easy-to-read
11.25-point type in a convenient trim size that is perfect for devotional reading,
personal study, or use at church. The giant-print type also makes this Bible an
ideal choice for ministry and preaching. Features include: Smyth-sewn binding,
presentation page, two-column text, end-of-paragraph cross-references, topical
subheadings, Words of Christ in red, 11.25-point type, concordance, and fullcolor maps. The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features the
highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible (CSB). The
CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without
sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming
message and to share it with others.
Leo Strauss dedicated his life to rejuvenating the serious study of political
philosophy. But those who study his writings are at odds on the question of
what he thought about revelation. By applying Strauss's own principles of
analysis to his pivotal essay 'Jerusalem and Athens: Some Preliminary
Reflections, ' Susan Orr reveals that Strauss's understanding of religion,
contrary to what previous scholars have maintained, was more than simply
political.
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Rediscovering Christian Profundity in an Interreligious Era
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Purple LeatherTouch, Indexed
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Charcoal LeatherTouch
Israel's Prophetic Heritage
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Brown Genuine Leather,
Indexed
Faith and Virtue Formation
Written BY Preachers and Teachers FOR Preachers and Teachers The Preacher's
Commentary, Complete 35-Volume Set: Genesis–Revelation offers pastors, teachers, and
Bible study leaders clear and compelling insights into the entire Bible that will equip them to
understand, apply, and teach the truth in God's Word. Each volume is written by one of
today's top scholars, and includes: Innovative ideas for preaching and teaching God's Word
Vibrant paragraph-by-paragraph exposition Impelling real-life illustrations Insightful and
relevant contemporary application An introduction, which reveals the author's approach A
full outline of the biblical book being covered Scripture passages (using the New King James
Version) and explanations Covering the entire Bible and combining fresh insights with
readable exposition and relatable examples, The Preacher's Commentary will help you
minister to others and see their lives transformed through the power of God's Word.
Whether preacher, teacher, or Bible study leader--if you're a communicator, The Preacher's
Commentary will help you share God's Word more effectively with others. Volumes and
authors include: Genesis by D. Stuart Briscoe Exodus by Maxie D. Dunnam Leviticus by Gary
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W. Demarest Numbers by James Philip Deuteronomy by John C. Maxwell Joshua by John A.
Huffman, Jr. Judges & Ruth by David Jackman 1 & 2 Samuel by Kenneth L. Chafin 1 & 2 Kings
by Russell H. Dilday 1 & 2 Chronicles by Leslie C. Allen Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther by Mark
D. Roberts Job by David L. McKenna Psalms 1-72 by Donald M. Williams Psalms 73-150 by
Donald M. Williams Proverbs by David A. Hubbard Ecclesiastes and Song of Solomon by
David A. Hubbard Isaiah 1-39 by David L. McKenna Isaiah 40-66 by David L. McKenna
Jeremiah & Lamentations by John Guest Ezekiel by Douglas Stuart Daniel by Sinclair B.
Ferguson Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, and Jonah by Lloyd J. Ogilvie Micah, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi by Walter C. Kaiser, Jr. Matthew by
Myron S. Augsburger Mark by David L. McKenna Luke by Bruce Larson John by Roger L.
Fredrikson Acts by Lloyd J. Ogilvie Romans by D. Stuart Briscoe 1 & 2 Corinthians by
Kenneth L. Chafin Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon by Maxie D.
Dunnam 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus by Gary W. Demarest Hebrews by Louis
H. Evans, Jr. James, 1 & 2 Peter, and Jude by Paul A. Cedar 1, 2 & 3 John, and Revelation by
Earl F. Palmer
The Call of the AweRediscovering Christian Profundity in an Interreligious EraiUniverse
The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible features large, easy-to-read 11.25-point
type in a convenient personal trim size that is perfect for devotional reading, personal study,
or use at church. The large print type also makes this Bible an ideal choice for ministry and
preaching. Features include: Smyth-sewn binding, presentation page, two-column text, endof-paragraph cross-references, topical subheadings, words of Christ in red, 11.25-point type,
concordance, and full-color maps. The CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible
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features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The
CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity,
making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming message and to share it with
others
An Invitation to the Christian Spiritual Life
Psalms
CSB Large Print Personal Size Reference Bible, Black LeatherTouch
Minor Prophets, Volume I
The Call of the Awe
Writers Reflect on Favorite Bible Passages
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